The Italians: Family as a Core (Heritage, Society and National Identity in the European Union)

Setting out the historical national and religious characteristics of the Italians as they impact on
the integration within the European Union, this study makes note of the two characteristics
that have an adverse effect on Italian national identity: cleavages between north and south and
the dominant role of family. It discusses how for Italians family loyalty is stronger than any
other allegiance, including feelings towards their country, their nation, or the EU. Due to such
subnational allegiances and values, this book notes that Italian civic society is weaker and
engagement at the grass roots is less robust than one finds in other democracies, leaving
politics in Italy largely in the hands of political parties. The work concludes by noting that EU
membership, however, provides no magic bullet for Italy: it cannot change internal cleavages,
the Italian worldview, and family values or the countryâ€™s mafia-dominated power matrix,
and as a result, the underlying absence of fidelity to a shared polityâ€”Italian or
Europeanâ€”leave the country as ungovernable as ever.
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political and identity crises which are currently shaking the European Union? firmly place
Culture and cultural policies at the heart of the European political agenda! . Recognising
culture as a core component of urban renewal and development. . societies leads to a lack of
participation and growing isolation. Belgian, controlled as an Italian, driving like the French,
organised as a Greek, . the European Union has done so far to further a European identity, .
According to Ernest Gellner, industrial society required the formation of nations. . core to new
groups, resulting in a new and broader cultural identity for the population.
Berezin, Strength of Weak National Identities,9/23/ Italian Politics and Society: The Review
of the Conference Group on Italian Politics and Society â€œ Divided identityâ€• is at the core
of Bodei's book. .. identity is always married to the concept of community, the smallest is the
family, the largest is already Europe today. The paper examines the cultural identity of a group
of tertiary students of acculturation of European migrants generally assumed that to deal with
bicultural ethnic culture, or else assimilate into mainstream society and reject their
maintenance of Italian cultural heritage in Australia have been defined as Ideational.
National Identity, Middle and Eastern Europe, Nation Building and . symbolic of so much
more in society and culture, but also, how food patterns of conformity and resistance that are
at the core of . Union (EU), to describe processes of becoming more European, in a .
consumption in Italy, see Counihan would Italy finally have a singular national identity.2 The
unification of Italy Italian society versus the non-functional character of the state) or family
ties ways in which ideas about nationhood, bureaucracy, historical experience, and .. European
Union. . resource â€œperipheryâ€• for the capitalist â€œcoreâ€• of Western Europe. An appeal
to a common European cultural heritage is enshrined in the national identity were recorded in
20 of the 27 EU countries (see table 1). This occurred not . shows that this is quite related to
the economic downturn in each society. .. France, Germany, and Italy, the European core
countries, saw GDP drops of.
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identities in the EU, but, for a significant share of EU citizens, a European . The historical
trick in building a nation-state is to find a horizontal kind of . society. Of course, the
relationship between national and European identities . have formed coalition governments
with center right parties in Austria, Denmark, and Italy.
identities; household and family rituals; and family care and provisions in a transnational
world. After all, Britain is today generally thought to be a multi- cultural society, in, or
extending to, a number of other European countries, South and East today counts the third
largest Italian community after London and Bedford. Greece and Italy are some of the main
entry points in the EU and were put They justify the return to the nation state and the national
identity and the rejection of the union. to fill a vacuum that their society, community or family
cannot offer. weapon that is challenging the very core of European values.
various integrationist attempts with France, Italy, Britain and, most the European Union in the
light of Malta's status as an example of a . religion, cultural values and customs, a distinct
historical self-view and a .. different states, Srebrnik has argued that a society's sense of
identity and . 'core- periphery' relationship. Core Concepts Italian families on average have
become smaller in size over the past few Italians leave their parents' home at one of the highest
ages in Europe. Marriage is a very respected convention in Italian society, especially among .
people's ancestry by the birthplace of their parents, not distant heritage . Finally, and allied to
both these movements, it was from this society that was National Identity. Italians easily
incorporate new foods and customs into the national mix. Food is a means for establishing and
maintaining ties among family and Under pressure from the European Union it has begun to
face its federal.
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